
Longstone Primary School Home learning grid P6 

Writing  Reading Number 

 
Last week, you wrote a 
character description. Now I 
would like you to write an 
adventure story using this 
character.  
 
You can read through the 
example of an adventure story 
to find out what yours should 
include. Throughout your story 
you should tell us about your 
character by describing their 
personality.  
 
Extra challenge: can you use 
‘show don’t tell’ to tell us about 
your character?  
 

 
 Read 4 - 6 pages of your 
book once a day. Use your 
reciprocal reading bookmarks 
to complete a task each time 
you read.  
 
The roles are:  
Summariser  
Clarifier  
Predictor  
Questioner  
 
Remember to make your 
prediction before you start 
reading. Try to use how and 
why or create questions to 
think about more complicated 
ideas.  

 

Lolla bought a balloon at the circus. 
She gave the clown six coins to pay for 
it. 

What could Lolla have paid for the 
balloon? 

Which of your answers seems a 
reasonable amount to pay for a 
balloon? 

Use top marks game ‘hit the button’ 
to practise your times tables: 
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-
games/hit-the-button 

Spelling Talking & Listening Maths/Numeracy 

Write your words then write 
them again with the letters 
mixed up. Can you 
unscramble them the next 
day?  
Create flashcards using your 
spelling words. Write the word 
on one side of the card and 
the definition on the other side.  
 
 

Watch newsround and write a 
summary of what you learned.  

Create a bar chart from your tally 
chart last week.  
 
Can you write a few sentences 
describing what your bar chart 
shows?  
 
Here is a link to help with your bar 
chart if you get stuck: 
https://www.mathsisfun.com/data/bar-
graphs.html 

 

Something fun! Problem to solve! IDL Theme/Project 

Make a quiz about your 
favourite movie or book 
character. You can write it 
down or make it here… 
https://www.quiz-
maker.com/ 

 
 

School necklaces 

Rob and Jennie were making 

necklaces to sell at the school fair. 
They decided to make them very 

mathematical. 
Each necklace was to have eight 
beads, four of one colour and four of 
another. 
And each had to be symmetrical. 

How many different necklaces could 
they make?  
 
Can you find them all? 

 
How do you know there aren't any 

others? 
 
What if they had 9 beads, five of one 
colour and four of another? 

 
What if they had 10 beads, five of 
each? 

Using your research of Native 
Americans can you write a 
paragraph explaining how Native 
Americans effected the world? Think 
about what they did and what we do 
or see now.  
 
You could think about the way they 
lived such as farming or art or 
anything you else you find 
interesting about their culture.  

https://www.mathsisfun.com/data/bar-graphs.html
https://www.mathsisfun.com/data/bar-graphs.html


 
What if.....?????? 

 

Religious & Moral Education Modern Languages Art 

Ramadan began on the 23rd of 
April 2020. Research 
Ramadan, how did it begin, 
what happens during 
Ramadan and how it helps 
people celebrate their religion.  
Create a quiz for someone in 
your family and test them on 
their knowledge of Ramadan! 

Number practice: Use the 
French number grid to play 
Lotto with someone at home. 
 
Bingo time!  
Put in picture of 9 grid card.  

National art galleries are hosting a 
competition and your art pieces can 
be submitted when the gallery re-
opens.  
 
The theme is magical creatures and 
fierce monsters.  
 
You can create a magical creature 
or a fierce monster (or even both!). 
You can use any materials you 
would like to and it can be any size 
up to A2 (60 x 42 cm). 
 
Entries will be judged on: 
 
Originality and creativity 
Confident handling of materials 
Boldness and impact 
 
Here is the link for the P4 – 7 
competition: 
https://www.nationalgalleries.org/art-
and-artists/features/national-
galleries-scotland-art-competition-
schools/primary-4-7-2020 
  
 

Health & Wellbeing Sciences/Technologies Questions 

Over a period of 7 days, 
record how many sit-ups, 
press ups or star jumps you 
can do in a minute. Which 
day did you manage to do 
most? Why? 

 

Invent, draw and label a robot 
to collect medicine from a 
local pharmacy for someone 
who cannot go out. Think 
about how the robot travels, 
how it will find its way there 
and how it is going to pick up 
and carry the medicine safely. 
Write down the materials and 
parts you would need to build 
your invention. Remember an 
invention has to be something 
new or something better 
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